Adults -- Harry Potter Read-Alikes
Check Our Catalog for Availability

Dreams and Shadows
By Cargill, C. Robert
F CAR
Long ago, friends Ewan and Colby pierced the veil between their world and a supernatural
realm, and while trying to lead normal lives, soon discover that fate can never be outrun as
they are called back to the Limestone Kingdom.
Jonathan Strange & Mr. Norrell
By Clarke, Susanna
F CLA
In nineteenth-century England, all is going well for rich, reclusive Mr Norrell, who has regained
some of the power of England's magicians from the past, until a rival magician, Jonathan
Strange, appears and becomes Mr Norrell's pupil.

Magician
By Feist, Raymond E.
F FEI
In a strange realm of princes, priests, soldiers, and soothysayers, young Pug, apprenticed to a
master magician, becomes embroiled in a war with another galaxy and strives to save his
world.

The Eyre Affair
By Fforde, Jasper
F FFO
In a world where one can literally get lost in literature, Thursday Next, a Special Operative in
literary detection, tries to stop the world's Third Most Wanted criminal from kidnapping
characters, including Jane Eyre, from works of literature.
Neverwhere
By Gaiman, Neil
F GAI
Richard Mayhew's life is forever changed after he rescues a young girl named Door and finds
himself living in a city of monsters, saints, murderers, and angels, and he must help Door on
her mission to save this strange underworld kingdom from destruction.

The Magicians
By Grossman, Lev
F GRO
Harboring secret preoccupations with a magical land he read about in a childhood fantasy
series, Quentin Coldwater is unexpectedly admitted into an exclusive college of magic and
rigorously educated in modern sorcery.
The Queen of the Tearling
By Johansen, Erika
F JOH
Coming out of exile to ascend her rightful throne, Princess Kelsea Raleigh Glynn, with a cadre of
soldiers and the magical Tearling sapphire to protect her, makes a daring decision that evokes
the wrath of the evil Red Queen.

The Night Circus
By Morgenstern, Erin
F MOR
Waging a fierce competition for which they have trained since childhood, circus magicians Celia
and Marco unexpectedly fall in love with each other and share a fantastical romance that
manifests in fateful ways.
The Name of the Wind
By Rothfuss, Patrick
F ROT
A hero named Kvothe, now living under an assumed name as the humble proprietor of an inn,
recounts his transformation from a magically gifted young man into the most notorious wizard,
musician, thief, and assassin in his world.

The Secret History
By Tartt, Donna
F TAR
Under the influence of their charismatic classics professor, a group of clever, eccentric misfits
at an elite New England college discover a way of thinking and living that is a world away from
the humdrum existence of their contemporaries. But when they go beyond the boundaries of
normal morality their lives are changed profoundly and forever, and they discover how hard it
can be to truly live and how easy it is to kill.

